Moviri Consulting is the first company of Moviri and its foundation. Moviri’s professionals use data, software, and insights to solve substantial business challenges for Fortune 500 corporations, multinational banks, global media conglomerates and some of the most respected brands in a variety of industries. The Moviri Consulting Analytics team revolutionizes enterprise processes and customer relations, thanks to data science and big data processing.

A Data Engineer is an IT expert that knows how to build Big Data Solutions from an infrastructural point of view, on-premise and/or in the cloud. The typical challenge that this figure will face is implementing, extending and configuring a robust, scalable and monitorable infrastructure, able to process large quantities of data in batch or near real-time mode.

Full-time position at the Milan or Padua Office.

Act as a SME in the pre-sales process;
Help translate project goals in project activities;
Derive a related effort estimation;
Be a technical focal point in the execution of one or more projects.
Job Requirements:

- Master’s Degree in Computer Science, Data Science and Engineering, Statistic or similar;
- Proven Python programming ability;
- Confidence with ML frameworks and libraries like Tensorflow, Numpy, Keras, and Theano;
- Understanding of software architectures and performance concerns;
- Documentation and technical writing skills;
- Fluent in English. Good Italian.

Compensation & Benefits:

- Competitive salary package;
- Yearly performance bonus;
- Per-diem allowance for out of office assignments;
- Meal vouchers;
- Welfare program to pay for public transportation, cinemas, gym, Amazon vouchers and more;
- Integrative health insurance;
- Lenovo or MacBook Pro laptop and latest generation smartphone;
- Continuous learning and training: O’Reilly Safari library, professional certifications, meetups, conferences & tradeshows;
- Terrace beer happy hour every Friday;
- Annual offsite company meeting.
Join Our Team

We cannot realize any of our ambitions nor achieve any of our goals without the right talent.
If this sounds like you, please apply now here.
It may be the start of your next chapter.

Take a look at our offers at: www.careers.moviri.com/jobs.